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Abstract 

An Offering to Zaha Hadid 

David Molina Garza, MFA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2017 

Supervisor: Richard Isackes 

An Offering to Zaha Hadid is an installation that brings together two 

unrelated topics: the life and work of architect Zaha Hadid and the 

symbolism of the Mexican Tradition of the Day of the Dead. This document 

records the experiences learned by creating this installation that explores the 

concepts of tradition, memory, legacy, identity, life, and death. 
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Revisiting My Traditions 

When I moved to the United States I didn’t think I was going to have any 

problems adapting to the culture, but what happened instead was more interesting. 

Coming from a different culture I found myself noticing things and asking myself 

questions that I’ve never thought about before. Growing up in Northern Mexico I found 

this very interesting since I’ve interacted with the American culture all my life and I 

didn’t think I had anything new to discover about it. Suddenly, certain customs, traditions 

and other aspects of my culture started to be foregrounded against the new context I was 

experiencing, and I started to look at them more closely. 

On the other hand, my recent training in theatre design had brought me a new way 

to approach my profession. Eager to put into practice my new skills and always curious to 

answer the question: What happens if…? I found I great opportunity to incorporate my 

education into my background by approaching one of the oldest Mexican traditions: A 

Day of the Dead Altar. 

A Day of the Dead Altar, or ofrenda, is a 500-year-old Mexican tradition that 

emotionally connects people with their deceased loved ones. It is the result of the 

syncretism between the indigenous tradition of honoring the deceased and the Catholic 

tradition brought by the Spaniards during the conquest of Mexico. It’s an installation 

usually created by the relatives of the person that it is dedicated to. It includes some 

belongings, food and other symbolic objects arranged in an altar-like setup. Along with 
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other traditions, it is part of the larger Day of the Dead celebration that occurs on 

November 1st and 2nd every year. 

How can a traditional Day of the Dead Altar be approached with scenic design 

techniques to present a person’s life and work? To answer this question, I conceived an 

installation that focuses on presenting Zaha Hadid’s life through key moments in her life 

and career. 

The objective of the project was to investigate how an idea of a person’s life and 

legacy is created in the audience through a synthetic selection of objects, images, and 

other artifacts related to her life and work. It is to explore the concepts of significance, 

storytelling, sequence, continuity, and composition within a constrained context: the 

ofrenda principles. It is in part a memorial, but also a celebration of her legacy. 
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Other artists in conversation 

Besides the Day of the Dead tradition and its cultural components, there are other 

experiences and influences that contribute to answering the questions of this project.  I 

consider the work of the following artists the most relevant to what I’m pursuing in this 

project. 

Betsabeé Romero 

In 2016, Mexican artist Betsabeé Romero’s installation “Hymn to the Water” on 

Mexico City’s main square (El Zócalo) addresses the city’s clean water supply problem, 

but also acknowledges the city’s pre-Columbian history when it once was an island in the 

center of a lake. One hundred thirteen boats decorated as ofrendas remind us of what is 

no longer there: water. The effect of this installation and of the ofrendas in our minds and 

imagination, the evocation of something that is larger than its parts, is one of the essences 

of scenic design. It is also an example of how the tradition can be used in the form of 

installation art to make a statement about current events, and also to remember history. 

Zaha Hadid 

Among the most important architectural contributions of Zaha Hadid was the 

fluid treatment of the space—the continuous transitions, not only from one space to 

another in the same building, but from an architectural element to another—
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transformation of the floor into wall into ceiling— resulting in an aesthetic that 

challenges the paradigm of inhabited space. 

Experiencing Zaha’s architecture is almost meditative. There’s something 

compelling about the emptiness and sterile quality of the interiors. The mind keeps 

looking at them for a while because they are unusual and because the encounter is 

unexpected, the mind learns something new. It’s quite the opposite to the ofrenda that is 

full of information. In the latter, the eye needs time to explore all the details, color, 

arrangement, scent, and light. After doing that, one gets immersed in the atmosphere and 

becomes part of the ofrenda installation. In both cases, at an Altar de Muerto and in Zaha 

Hadid’s architecture, we experience a meditative state for very different reasons, but both 

succeed in attracting our attention and putting us into an almost hypnotic state. 
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Defining the Project 

The process of developing the final idea of the installation was not easy. It 

changed several times trying to match a topic of interest with artistic growth. I was 

interested in investigating the concept of memory and legacy, how we discover 

information and how it triggers the curiosity to learn more about an event or a 

phenomenon. The idea of how the architectural environment is a witness and a repository 

of all human activity by means of its transformations was my central interest. This line of 

research had more to do with the archeological field than the anthropological.  

I was also motivated to explore and investigate certain Mexican traditions and 

crafts with the idea of incorporating them into an art project that allowed me to revalidate 

them in present times. Growing up surrounded by these traditions, they not only live in 

my memory but are also part of my artistic response and consequently influence my 

work. I believe this motivation was mainly triggered by the fact of living in another 

country. The contrast or oddity of other cultures’ traditions makes them interesting as they 

appear in a new context. Their purpose and meaning are challenged, either enhancing, 

diminishing, or changing the original intentions. All this kept pushing that part of myself 

that couldn’t avoid this opportunity to explore the subject. 

The ofrenda came about as a project that would embrace several questions by 

putting them together into one installation. Thus, they could be analyzed both 

individually and in conjunction with one another. Other research possibilities started to 
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appear in the early development of the project. It was also a great opportunity to approach 

the research process for a character of a fictional play. Although an ofrenda is dedicated 

to a real person that has passed, finding out all those details of a person’s life traditionally 

required by the installation, quickly resembled the process in which I, as a theatre 

designer, start to research a character in a play. It was, at least to me, an unexplored way 

of knowing a character by the unspoken facts and details of his/her life. Creating an 

ofrenda became an amalgamation of different ideas that, more than being consolidated in 

one object, could all exist individually in one atmosphere. 

Choosing Zaha Hadid 

One of the most difficult questions I had to answer for this project was to whom I 

wanted to dedicate this ofrenda. At the beginning, I wasn't too worried about this question 

since the objective did not depend but rather focused on other characteristics of the 

ofrenda. It started to become important when, in order to move forward, it was time to 

research a particular person’s life. Among the candidates were pop culture artists, theatre 

designers, local personalities and members of my own family.  

I finally settled on Zaha Hadid for the several reasons. She had unexpectedly died 

the previous year. She was at the peak of her career, becoming the first woman to receive 

the Pritzker Architecture prize back in 2004. With a growing number of projects all 

around the world, she was the leading woman in her field. Her aesthetic and architectural 
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language has been of interest to me for many years. Beyond the beauty of her buildings 

and spaces, I always admired how she pushed the boundaries of architecture. 

What I found to be more interesting, however, was her personal story. She was 

born in Iraq and got interested in architecture at an early age. She studied abroad before 

going to London to study at the Architectural Association School of Architecture. After 

graduation, she worked for some of her teachers and eventually established her practice 

in the United Kingdom. Her life could be broken down to key events that could be 

portrayed in the ofrenda in order to communicate her journey to the people experiencing 

the installation, which is one of the main objectives of this project. Also, it was 

interesting to me how all the very different, and maybe even contrasting, elements in her 

background integrated into the development of her design principles. Just like the ofrenda 

tradition was created from two different cultures resulting in a new concept, it seemed 

that Zaha Hadid's training could have undergone a similar process. Thus, a parallelism 

between the form (ofrenda) and content (Zaha Hadid) of the project made a good fit. 

Traditional or Contemporary? 

The project started to take shape as an installation based on the principles of a 

traditional ofrenda but I wanted to give it a new take on how it would look. I wanted to 

have a say in this tradition with which I had grown up and for which I now wanted to 

contribute with my artistic voice, developed equally along many years. I chose Zaha 

Hadid as the dedicatee of the ofrenda to strengthen this idea. By incorporating her design 
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principles, the ofrenda would not only relate the installation to her legacy but would also 

reflect in a new exploration of the geometry and the whole experience of the installation. 

However, after exploring the project with several designs, it was clear that I was 

sacrificing too much of the symbolism and meaning of a traditional ofrenda. Although I 

was happy and excited by the proposals, I left so many things out that I could no longer 

see the Mexican tradition in the installation. Even knowing it was there, in how the 

installation was created and in its essence, I realized that the visual tradition was 

important for this project. I believe that this being my first ofrenda installation, and doing 

it in the United States had a lot to do with it. 

The final project that I set to execute was, in general, more recognizable as a Day 

of the Dead ofrenda. The design morphed from its traditional pyramidal shape to an 

elongate body that served as a base for all the other elements but still was configured to 

include the seven levels traditionally required in an ofrenda. The overall volume and 

arrangement were inspired by Zaha Hadid’s first built building, the Vitra Fire Station in 

Weil Am Rhein, Germany, one of the key moments in her career to be presented in the 

installation. Other than that, I decided to display traditional Mexican made objects: 

plates, pots, glasses, candle holders, calaveras, skulls, flowers, and papel picado 

(chiseled paper), looking for that visual tradition that I was missing from the early 

concept. 
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Rediscovering the tradition, or what I learned from it 

Having seen many ofrendas during my life and experiencing the celebration of the 

Day of the Dead in different ways, I had never created or installed one myself in my adult 

life.  Thinking that I knew everything about ofrendas and the Day of the Dead Tradition, I 

decided to take it one step forward and work with it in this, an art project, that uses it as a 

tool to explore different topics. What I didn’t know was that the creating an ofrenda, the 

planning, collecting, and preparing the objects needed, as well as and setting it up, played 

a huge part in the experience and meaning of the tradition.  

Before engaging in this project, I knew it would require a lot of work. Although 

simple in its process, the getting, choosing, and handling of its many parts made the 

project a large endeavor that needed close attention to all the details. Behind all of them 

was Zaha Hadid. Once I chose her as the dedicatee, every thought and decision revolved 

around her. I kept thinking of her continuously in every task leading to the realization of 

the ofrenda and that preoccupied me every day as I moved towards opening of the show. 

When making a thorough research of her life, it was clear I had to get to know Zaha 

beyond her professional achievements through details of her personal life to be able to do 

this project. Reading and watching interviews that asked questions like “what’s your 

favorite color?” and “what’s the first memory from your childhood that you can think 

of?” were especially useful; those details engaged me with her on a personal level. Little 

by little, Zaha Hadid’s life started to reconstitute in me as the host who provided her life 
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support, so to speak. The ofrenda didn’t exist yet at this point and had already shown how 

to bring back to life the deceased. 

We are nothing but a memory. Even alive, a person is just a memory, an idea, that 

exists in another person's mind, created by being in touch with its existence. Once a 

person passes it is no longer able to contribute to that idea but it lives on as its legacy. 

The ofrenda is actually a device that puts its audience in contact with a deceased person’s 

existence through objects and symbols that all together create or recreate the idea of a 

person who is no longer able to do that. By making the audience create a person's idea, 

the ofrenda is bringing it back to life. 

I consider the ofrenda a machine that has two audiences: the people who watch 

and the people who build the installation. Until now, I was part of the first one; a 

spectator who knew the tradition and engaged with it because of its uniqueness and 

mystical appeal. Being on the side of its creation, I now understand its ultimate purpose 

and relevance. It is not only a cultural expression, but it carries the human need of 

keeping in touch with loved ones, people we admire or had left a footprint in our lives.  

Legacy is the idea that a person leaves of itself in others. It’s not really about the 

material things, but about what inspires us from that person and sometimes our 

aspirations. In this sense, the ofrenda is not only a gift. It is also an occasion to 

understand where you come from, who you are, and who you want to be. It makes you 

dig deep into the essence of a person, yours and somebody else’s, and turn it into an 

ephemeral installation that can evoke that essence. This is what makes it art.  
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To answer the questions that initially motivated this project, I found the principles 

and techniques used to design for the stage very useful in the design of Zaha Hadid's 

ofrenda. First was researching her life, which was like reading a play for the first time. 

Then I chose key moments that changed or influenced the course of her life to be featured 

in the installation the same way I envision them for a performance. Planning the layout or 

how the story was going to be told was of special interest at the beginning, but then I 

realized that by leaving it up to the audience to decide how they wanted to experience 

that part would result in a more engaging encounter. The lighting and the atmosphere 

were an important part of the piece that determined the mood. They were also used to 

emphasize the mystic quality of the experience.  

The handling of these factors was largely connected with the experience of an 

audience member. For me, the creator, this investigation ended up falling into a deeper 

and more significative understanding of the concepts of tradition, memory, legacy, 

identity, life, and death. Needless to say that their relevance is not about their scientific 

definition but how they play in how I understand the world in terms of the existential 

questions that we, human beings, often make for ourselves: Who are we? Where are we 

going? Are we eternal or do we vanish when we die? As an artist and as a human being, I 

find it incredibly valuable not to have the answer to those questions, but to look for them 

and to come up with a personal answer and not with the absolute truth. 
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Appendix A: The Installation 
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